A novel external stimulation oscillator was recommended and its characteristics of high efficiency and easy oscillation were proved by CFD simulation and experiment. The superiority and difference of process mechanism of the oscillator compared with self-stimulation oscillator were analyzed. The geometric parameters of the new oscillator that could trigger and maintain efficient oscillation and the minimum stimulating flow were determined. It was also indicated that the redundant quantity of the stimulating flow would not decrease the total pressure retention rate as the energy of stimulating flow could be merged into the main jet.
Introduction
The oscillating jet has been used in flow measurement [1] , boundary layer separation control [2] , wing boundary layer amelioration to increase the lift [3] and so on. The static gas wave refrigerator relies on the periodic deflection of jet to distribute the jet into sector-arranged gas wave tubes [4] . In this way, the operational reliability problems have been solved such as shut-down by impurities or ice blocks and poor lubrication in low temperature, these appear in rotary shock wave refrigerator, heat separator and wave rotor expansion refrigerator. However, the significant obstacle of the generalization of static gas wave refrigerator is the low refrigeration efficiency. At present, the method of oscillating the jet is the distributary self-stimulation based on Coanda effect [5] . It is convenient but the loss of total pressure is over 30% which is one of the main factors that reduces the efficiency.
For the distributary of the self-stimulation, the kinetic energy and pressure are reduced as through the long channel, so the wider channel is needed to circulate enough incentive flow. And local vortex disturbs the high speed flow of the main jet. The energy decrease of the stimulating jet not only reduces the motivating ability, but also consumes the kinetic energy of the main jet obviously, for accelerating and carrying the stimulating flow as that of ejector.
A new stimulation manner is adopted to generate oscillation jet flow. It is a little stimulating flow imported from outside instead of the distributary of main jet. The pressure of the external flow equals to that of the main jet, so the flow could be accelerated spontaneously. The demanded stimulating flow is reduced significantly, and local vortex could also be weakened because of the smaller stimulating flow entrances. These would increase the efficiency of the oscillating process effectively.
Vertical and parallel stimulating flow work simultaneously to obtain better stimulation effect. This novel manner is named push-and-pull external stimulation [6] .
The Numerical Simulation of the Oscillation
Numerical Model. Fig. 1(a) shows the simple structure of the external stimulation oscillator and Fig.  1(b) shows the structure of the positive feedback self-stimulation oscillator [7] . The total pressure of the nozzle inlet Pi=0.36MPa, the pressure of the outlet Po=0.18MPa. The peak value of the total pressure of stimulating flow was 0.36MPa, and the valley value was 0.18MPa. The waveform of the stimulating flow was trapezoidal wave and the frequency was 50Hz.
The simulation was divided into two parts to explore the different mechanisms of the vertical and parallel stimulation. The computational grids are shown in Fig. 2 The computational structured meshes were generated by ICEM. The FVM (finite volume method) was used to discrete the governing equations, the Roe flux difference splitting scheme was adopted for the convection term and the central difference scheme for the dissipation term. Second order implicit time step was chosen for unsteady integrals.
The Characteristic Dimensions and the Total Pressure Retention Rate. Two aspects were mainly concerned in numerical simulation, one was to investigate the effective characteristic sizes, another was to research the energy loss value in oscillating conditions. The energy loss value could be defined as total pressure retention rate K. It was the ratio of the mass-weighted total pressure of the outlet to the total pressure of the nozzle inlet. The higher the K, the lower the loss.
The computational dimensions were as follows: W=2.5mm, H=16mm, θ=20° and for vertical stimulation h 1 =3mm, others were the variables. The results of numerical simulation are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . 
Results Analysis and Experimental Verification
Results Analysis. It is indicated that the oscillator could work steadily as b, S and h 2 in a reasonable range. The characteristic parameters influence the total pressure retention rate K obviously as well as the oscillation performance. Under the optimized geometric conditions, the minimum value of b/W that could sustain the oscillation is 0.08, much better than the self-stimulation which requires e=1.5W and d=W.
The parallel stimulation alone is also able to trigger and sustain the oscillation, and the minimum value of c/W is about 0.06. While the push-and-pull stimulation could sustain the oscillation more stably and the total pressure retention rate K could be increased. The different mechanisms between vertical and parallel stimulation will be discussed in another paper in detail.
The total pressure retention rate K rises slightly with the increase of stimulating flow. The reason is that the static pressure of the stimulating inlet is higher than that of the downstream (see Fig. 3 ), the stimulating flow could be accelerated by self-expansion. So it scarcely consumes the energy of the main jet. Another reason is that the increment of the flow decreases the vortex loss in the branch channel. Therefore, the energy of the stimulating flow is not only applied to generate oscillation, it could also be superimposed to main jet and then be exploited. The total and static pressure nephogram at stimulation moments is shown in Fig. 3 The total pressure retention rate K is over 80% in vertical or parallel stimulation. While it is over 90% in push-and-pull stimulation and the value is much more than that of self-stimulation as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 The simulation results of self-stimulation and push-and-pull stimulation oscillation self-stimulation oscillation push-and-pull stimulation oscillation Experimental Verification. The experimental flowchart is shown in Fig. 4 . The stimulating flow is modulated by reciprocating switching valve and the tested pressure waveform is shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The actual pressure waveform of the outlet of oscillator is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The vibration exciter works under the control of the CS(control system). (a) (b) (c) Fig. 5 The actual pressure waveform of the stimulating flow and the outlet It has been proved that the oscillator could work steadily if b≥0.08W. In reverse, the valley value of the waveform increased, indicating that the main jet failed to oscillate as shown in Fig. 5 (c) .
The oscillator could generate a stable oscillation if the optimized sizes by simulation were adopted. It was demonstrated that the experimental results agreed well with the simulation results. Furthermore, the excellent follow performance of the main jet has been confirmed by experiment.
Conclusions
It is indicated by the simulation and experiment that the external micro jet stimulation oscillator is easier to oscillate, the efficiency is higher than that of the distributary self-stimulation oscillator by nearly 20%, and the energy loss rate is reduced by almost 60% relatively.
The total pressure retention rate K is over 82%, and it is influenced significantly by geometric sizes especially the position difference S. Optimizing the geometric sizes, K could be increased to over 90%.
Under the conditions of optimized geometric sizes, the oscillation can be triggered and sustained if the vertical stimulating flow is over 8% of the main jet flow. The available value of c/W is less than 0.08. In particular, the push-and-pull stimulation can sustain the oscillation more stably.
A moderate increase of the stimulating flow would not decrease the total pressure retention rate and be more favorable to the oscillation. The energy of stimulating flow can merge into the main jet and be exploited. The optimized geometric sizes that may increase the total pressure retention rate should be preferred.
